
Connections to previous learning:
• Year 1: Patriarchy – the Olympic games. 

Proud to be British, celebrating diversity
• Year 2: the Windrush generation –

immigration
• Year 3: British Empire - Slavery
Connections to core learning:-
• English – non-fiction writing about 

Victorian life, diary writing 
• Reading for information.

Content: What will we learn?
Coherence: How does this link to other year 

groups and core subjects?
Compassion: What opportunities are there to show 

compassion for the environment and each other?
Community: Where are the links to local 

expertise and resources? Visits and 
visitors

Overall outcome 

Children to compare life in the Victorian era with life today, with an understanding of the 
significance this era has. Children to understand the inequality during this time through 

various case studies – including the story of Sarah Forbes Bonnetta. How have things 
changed today? 

Key subjects
English, History, 
Geography, Art, 

Computing, Music, 
PSHE

Year 3 Term 4

Year 3 Yearly Focus: What has left the biggest imprint on 
earth: Humans or the earth itself?

Term 4: Should the Victorian era be remembered as a 
Dark Age or a Golden Age?

Key vocabulary
Texts

Around the World in 80 Days by Jules 
Verne

The Secret Diary of Jane Pinny by Philip 
Ardagh

You Wouldn’t Like to be a Victorian 
School Child by John Malam

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by 
Lewis Carroll

Transformative diverse individuals
Promoting under-represented groups/individuals

Sarah Forbes Bonnetta

Narrative hook
People: Time Travelers
Place: United Kingdom
Problem: Children to find a time machine and travel back in time to the 
Victorian era – they will experience life for different people during this 
time e.g. rich, poor, children, women, working men, immigrants, royal 
family etc…

Creativity: How will we show we understand 
in multiple ways?

Steam Museum

Local artefacts

English
- What was life like for the working class? 

Diary writing
- What was the difference in experiences 

for poor and rich children? Non-
chronological reports

History
- Compare school life today
- Royal family and Sarah Forbes Bonnetta
- The significance of GWR in our local 

area
- Inventions that changed the world
Geography
- Around the World in 80 Days – due to 

the significance of steam trains in this 
time, what countries could people visit 
with ease? How does this compare to 
today?

Art
- Evolution of photography – silhouettes, 
painted portraits, black and white 
photography. What was the significance of 
this?
Computing
- Research
Music
- Victorian instruments, Victorian genres
PSHE 
- Right and responsibilities for children now 
and then

Drama

Dress up days

Debates

Art projects

Use of technology – laptops, tablets for 
research

Performance in music

Real artefacts and images

inventions, poverty, industrial, empire, steam engine, reign, noble, 
workhouse, class, infamous, regimented, evolving, significant, mourning, 
cobbles, academic, discipline, restrictive, immigrant, lawless  

Was there equality?
How would it feel to have been working class during 
this time?
Should children have been working in the factories 
and chimneys?
Why did their parents let them do this?
Why did Victoria take in Sarah Forbes Bonnetta?
What would Sarah Forbes Bonnetta’s life  had been 
like?
What was the role of the British Empire during this 
time?
How have things changed today?
What positives have we taken from this era?
What attitudes can we take from this era?
What would it be like to live in an unhygienic area?
How would it feel to be surrounded by crime?
Why did some people feel they had no option but 
to commit crime?
What must this have felt like?
How would children feel to be in school?
How would children feel who couldn’t go to school?
Would you like to go to a Victorian school?
Do all children get to go to school today?
How can we help people less fortunate than us?


